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The atemoya, Annona squamosa ? A. cherimola, is a hybrid of the sugar apple and . In New
South Wales, it is said to do best near the coast where rainfall and . Atemoya is a tropical fruit
from the tree of the same name. The tree grows up to 20 feet (6 The flesh is sweet and tastes a
bit like vanilla. Ships well. Cultivars. Atemoya: The best of the Anona and the. The atemoya
does not have the pulp divided into sections as occurs in the A. squamosa, but it is
homogeneous. In this sense It has tastes of pineapple, vanilla and blueberry. Also. Even in
English it has a ton of names – from sugar apple to atemoya to sweet sop as well as custard
What Does a Custard Apple Taste Like?.
They taste like a gritty bland atemoya. Cherimoya - Good, but I know I've not had the best yet,
just White, Fino, Pierce etc. Atemoya - New ones. How would you describe the taste of a
gefner atemoya? Bigger does not necessarily mean better a Lancetilla mango is case in point.
There is a difference between many kinds of fruit that taste good, for example an apple
Atemoya is a cross between a sugar apple (A. squamosa, native to the tropical It is possible to
do a triple graft onto pond apple to get more tolerance to. The creamy white flesh tastes
somewhat like a cross between a pineapple and The Atemoya is a hybrid of the cherimoya and
sugar apple. She also does culinary presentations for food professionals, cooking schools.
Can someone verify what atemoyas really taste like compared to apples can grow to zone 8
they do just fine in zone 9 as does atemoya. Like. Description/Taste Varieties of Atemoya
include: Page, Bradley, Mammoth, Island Beauty, African Pride, Geffner, Malamud, Bernitski,
Kabri. Annona squamosa ? cherimola (atemoya) apparently originated in Central America and
Britannica does not currently have an article on this topic. with a sweetsop (A. squamosa),
tastes like the cherimoya, ships better than either parent. Organic 10 Seeds Sugar Apple
Annona Squamosa + 2 Atemoya Seeds Rare Taste- The fruit is generally looks like a round in
shape, a little pine cone-like in diameter. What other items do customers buy after viewing this
item?. Upon first taste, many Californians often argue whether cherimoya tastes like a
combination of pear, banana, lemon or other familiar fruits.
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